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In this paper we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let x be a complex irreducible charactu of a $nite group G, and 
let me(x) denote the S&r index of x over the rationals Q. Then m&) divides 
the exponent of G and rn&# divides the order of G. If  pT divides m&) and 
either p equals 2 OY p is an odd prime such that the Sylow p-subgroups of G are 
abelian, then p’+l divides the exponent of G. 
Proof. Let p be a prime, pr 1 m&), pr+l { m&), Y 2 1. Let n be the 
exponent of G and let L be the subfield of Q(E& E, a primitive nth root of 
unity, such that L 3 Q(x), p does not divide [L: Q(x)], and [Q(E~): L] is a 
power of p. By the Brauer-Witt theorem there is a hyperelementary subgroup 
H of G and an irreducible complex character 5 of H with the following 
properties: 
(1) there is a normal subgroup N of H and a linear character $ of N 
such that 5 = tiH; 
(2) H/N s G(L(#)/L) where G(L($)/L) denotes the Galois group of 
L(g) over L; 
(3) L(5) = L; 
(4) m&l = Pr; 
(5) for every h E H there is a T(h) E G(L(#)/L) such that #(hnh-l) = 
T(h)($(n)) for all n E N; and 
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(6) the simple component A of the group algebra of fi over L corre- 
sponding to 5 is isomorphic to the crossed product (L($)/L, p) where, if D is 
a complete set of coset representatives of I\: in H (1 E D) with hlz’ =- n(h, h’)h” 
for h, h’, 12” E: U, n(h, A’) E N, then /3(7(h), T(E)) = +(n(h, 12’)) [2, Section 2]. 
Since mL({) :== pr, the division algebra component of A has index p* and so 
pr divides [L(#): L] =I [Hz N]. Thus, we need only show that N has exponent 
divisible by p?^ and we will have proved the first two assertions of the theorem. 
Since L is an algebraic number field, the exponent of A equals its index 
so A has exponent pT in the Brauer group of L. Let (pi denote the subgroup of 
L(#)* generated by the values of /3 and suppose @) has order c I= pmt, 
(p, C) = 1. We have A” - (L($)/L, PC) = (L(#)/L, 1) --L so m > r. There are 
h, h’ E D with thep-part of the order of p(~(h), T(h’)), ifi(~(h), T(K)&, , equal to 
pi”. Since ,8(~(h), I) = $(n(h, A’)), n(h, h’) has order divisible by pm. In 
particular, pr i exponent (N). Let H/N - (AThI) x ... x (A%,) where Nh, 
has order s1 in H/X (si a power of p for all i). 
Set D = (hp ... 1@: 0 < ai < si}. Since H is hyperelementary, H is the 
semidirect product of a Sylowp-subgroup P of H and a cyclic normalp’-group. 
We may clearly assume that D C P and {n(h, h’): h, h’ E Df C P. Let h, h’ E D 
with ! #(n(h, A’))!, = pm. It is an easy verification that n(h, h’) is a product 
of conjugates (under elements of H) of elements of the form n(h, , hJ with 
d > j and n(hzg-‘, hi). Thus, we see from (5) that wc either have 
/ t&qz;+, hi))& = p” 
for some i or i zJ(n($ , A,));, = pr” for some i, j with i > j. If 
j yqn(hyl, h&j, = pm, 
then hz* = n(h”,i--l, hi) has order divisible by pr” and so p’ i1 I exponent (N) 
in this case. If p is odd, then P is abelian. Since h,hj = n(hi , hj)hJzi we 
conclude, for p odd, that n(hi , h,) = 1 for i > j. Thus, if p is odd we must 
have j #(ti(k~~-‘, hi))i, = pm f or some i, proving the theorem in that case. 
We may, therefore, assume that p = 2, m =- Y, and i #(n(&, hj>)iz = 2’. 
Since n(hi , hj) E P, $(n(hi , h,)) = 5, a p rimitive 2’-th root of unity. By the 
theorem of Bernard and Schacher Cl], 5 EL and so, if -r E G&(+)/L), ~(5) = 4. 
We have (hjhi)f = hjh,hjh, ... hjh, =-z n1z2 *-. n 27-lh~h~, where n, is a product 
of t conjugates of n(hi , hj). Using (5) we see that #((hihi)“‘) = &j{h~r)#(h~r) 
where b = 2’32’ - 1). Thus, ib = - 1. In particular, one of (h#~~)~‘, h;‘, hf 
has even order, proving the theorem. 
We have the following immediate consequence. 
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COROI.LAIIY. Let x be a complex irreducible character of a jinite group G 
and suppose every Sylow subgroup of G is elementary abelian. Then m&x) = 1. 
Remark. If  p is an odd prime and the Sylow p-subgroups of G are non- 
abelian, then it is not necessary that pr+l divide the exponent of G. We 
describe below an example (actually, one example for each odd prime q) 
of a group G and an irreducible character x of G such that m,(x) = q =- q-part 
of the exponent of G. Take distinct primes p and Y such that p == 1 (mod q), 
p + 1 (mod q”), Y :-- 1 (mod q), Y + 1 (mod q2), and such that the dccomposi- 
tion field of p in Q(+) is the fixed field of (@) where (v, q) = 1 and (u) - 
W(4/‘$3 Such P . rrmes can be found from density considerations. Let 
(T) = G(Q(&I).Then (u) x (T) can be identified with G@(E,, cq, E~)/Q(EJ). 
Let A be the crossed product with center $I(<,) having K := Q(c, , .Q , 6,) as 
maximal subfield: A = _- CIli Cyli Ku,%,j (direct sum), with defining 
relations u,u, = E~U,U, , u,“--* = w:-:-’ = 1, and u,x = a(x)u, , u,x = r(x)u, 
for x E K. Using the results and techniques of [2, Section 31 it can be shown 
that A has index q. The desired group G is (c, , cq , or , u, , u,). For every 
prime q, examples can also be given where me(x) = q but q3 does not divide 
the order of G. 
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